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V6

INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL INFORMATION
PRESSURE MARKS IN FABRIC
The fabric might endure some pressure during transport. Most of any visible pressure marks 
on the fabric will straighten out after a while (please keep the room at 25C+ for some days to 
continue expanding the screen-fabric), but if some remain please carefully use a hair-dryer on 
a low setting on the marks to expand these further thus straightening them out. Please make 
sure the fabric is never exposed to heat from owens, sunlight etc. as this may damage the 
screen-fabric.
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INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS

INSTALLATION
The long sections of the frame is divided into two parts and therefore six frame parts are 
included in total. 
 
Both matte white (BrightWhite) and light grey (DynaGrey) fabric is included with the 
UltraFrame V6. In most living room setups the grey material is recommended, while the
matte white material works best in rooms where walls and ceiling is dark and as non-reflec-
tive as possible. Both fabrics are D65 tuned for maximum performance. 
 
Please place the included roll of paper on the ground to protect the fabric while installing.
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INSTALLATION
ASSEMBLING THE FRAME
The long sides of the frame is divided into two parts. Please attach these first. Then attach the 
two short sides and tighten all corner screws. You might need to loosen and re-tighten some 
of the corners if required. A small gap will appear in each corner on the inside of the frame, 
caused by the velvet wrapping. This gap will not be visible on the front.

First, attach the long sections and secure them by tightening the screws

Then, attach the short sections and secure them by tightening the screws
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INSTALLATION
INSTALLING THE FABRIC
Choose either the grey or the white material included. The V6 frames also features an inte-
grated track that supports the attachment of the DreamScreen acoustical transparent (AT) 
fabrics systems. Please refer to the manual included with the AT fabric for more details.

Remove the fabric and roll it out over the frame. Please use a protective clothing.

Insert the horizontal and vertical tension rods.
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INSTALLATION
INSTALLING THE FABRIC
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Pull the springs into the depicted groove.

SUPPORT BAR FOR 138”> 
Frames from 138” and larger includes a vertical support bar that is installed after the fabric is 
attached. If you are placing speakers behind the screen, there is no problem moving the sup-
port bar 30-40cm towards one of the edges to avoid the bar conflicting with any speakers. 

Slide the bar at an angle into the bottom, then slide it in on the top.
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INSTALLATION
WALL MOUNTING THE FRAME
The frame is easily mounted using only two top brackets. Make sure the brackets are leveled 
correctly and attach them to the wall using a fitting type of screw.  
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First, attach the two brackets to the wall. You an slide the frame so you are  
free to place the brackets as much as 20-40cm from the corners.

Then you simply hang the frame onto the two 
brackets and slide it into perfect position.
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